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Summary 
 
This chapter focuses on dynamic modeling for MSF desalination plants. An extensive 
set of dynamic test data has been collected during large-scale experiments on a 20 stage 
brine recycle plant to validate the suggested model. Simulation studies of the actual 
plant tests are presented and compared to the measured data. 
 
For high TBT operation, the proposed model shows excellent steady-state and dynamic 
predictions for all important process quantities. Even the evaporator brine levels are 
accurately predicted considering the high signal-to-noise ratio present in the 
measurements. 
 
For low TBT operation, the phenomenon of vapor blow-through has been identified 
from the measured data to occur simultaneously in several evaporator stages in 
conjunction. Transition between submerged flow and blow-through conditions leads to 
very sudden and strong changes in the affected brine levels, a phenomenon the model is 
not capable of predicting. It is shown that such blow-through transitions have a minor 
but noticeable impact on the TBT dynamics. Nevertheless, acceptable predictions for 
key process quantities are achieved despite blow-through transitions. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Once the complex task of deriving a simulation model has been completed, the validity 
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of the derived model still needs to be addressed. Here, it is common practice to check 
the model predictions versus data obtained from the actual process and to assess the 
observed plant model mismatch. Of course, the validation of a process model is 
essential prior to its use in a model-based control system. 
 
The task of model validation depends on the amount of actual process data available and 
the range of plant operating conditions it spans. Due to safety or economic reasons, it is 
often not possible to impose significant changes in operating conditions on the plant for 
data gathering. On the other hand, strong plant excitations are desired for model 
validation in order to capture the true dynamic behavior of the plant. 
 
Despite the importance of model validation, the topic was only recently addressed by 
Thomas et al. (1998) for the MSF process. However, this was a comparison between 
simulated and measured data for only one process quantity, the top brine temperature 
(TBT). 
 
Previous sections of this encyclopedia have focused on important details of multistage 
flash (MSF) plant modeling. In this article, it is intended to give an overview of the 
complete MSF plant model suggested as well as to demonstrate the model performance 
in comparison to plant measurements. Therefore, an extensive experimental test 
program was conducted on an industrial 20 stage brine recycle MSF plant in order to 
gather a significant set of steady-state and dynamic plant measurements for the 
important process quantities such as the TBT or the brine levels. 
 
A dynamic model of the MSF plant considered has been implemented in SPEEDUP™ a 
commercial process simulator which facilitates the formulation and solution of large-
scale differential algebraic process models. Subsequently, the dynamic plant test were 
simulated by feeding the manipulated process variables into the simulation model. 
 
2. Model Description 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of 20 stage MSF desalination unit. 
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The SPEEDUP™ model describes a 20 stage recycle MSF plant with three heat 
recirculation stages which is depicted schematically in Figure 1. In order to provide the 
necessary degree of understanding of the model applied in the simulation studies, a brief 
description is given in the following. Due to the complexity of the modeling task, this 
description refers to previous sections of this encyclopedia, each focusing on important 
details of the MSF plant modeling and simulation problem. 

 
2.1. Balance Equation 
 
The MSF plant model consists of the dynamic balance equations for each stage covering 
mass, energy, and dissolved solids that are treated in a lumped way through a single salt 
pseudocomponent. A model overview, the plant model structure, and the associated 
balance envelopes are given in Chapter Dynamic Modeling and Simulation: Modeling 
Concepts and Model Overview.  
 
The inclusion of rigorous electrolyte thermodynamics is nowadays still beyond 
feasibility due to the many and highly non-ideal ionic species occurring in seawater in 
relatively small concentrations. Specifically tailored numerical algorithms are required 
in order to solve the set of equations arising for calculation of the simultaneous 
chemical and vapor-liquid-solid equilibria. Moreover, the thermodynamic modeling 
approaches still need to be adapted for seawater applications. 
 
Therefore, neither electrolyte chemical reactions nor vapor-liquid-solid equilibria are 
considered within the model. The prediction of salt precipitation or non-condensable gas 
release is thus impossible. 
 
2.2. Brine Flow 
 
One of the important constitutive model equations in the MSF plant model is the 
correlation relating the interstage brine flow to the up- and downstream brine levels and 
some other process quantities. The brine levels are important process constraints which 
have to be considered during the design and operation of MSF plants. High brine levels 
may cause salt contamination of the distillate due to increased entrainment or even stage 
flooding, whereas blow-through may occur due to low brine levels reducing the stage 
efficiency because of energy losses. 
 
In Chapter Dynamic Modeling and Simulation: Brine flow Hydraulics some of the 
numerous correlations to describe the interstage brine flow and the related brine levels 
quantitatively were summarized from the literature. Due to the losses caused by the 
blow-through of vapor to the downstream evaporator stage, most MSF plants are 
operated such that blow-through is avoided. Consequently, literature approaches to 
calculating the interstage brine flow focus on the normal situation for sufficiently high 
brine levels without occurrence of blow-through. 
 
Most likely, this is the reason why an empirical brine flow correlation with blow-
through extension was shown to perform better than the correlations suggested in 
literature in Dynamic Modeling and Simulation: Brine flow Hydraulics (See: Dynamic 
Modeling and Simulation: Brine flow Hydraulics). Therefore, this approach has been 
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chosen for the description of the interstage brine flow in the suggested MSF plant 
model. Although it is capable of describing the flow under normal as well as under 
blow-through conditions, the occurrence or disappearance of blow-through is not 
captured in the model. Hence, during an entire simulation run, an evaporator stage is 
assumed to rest either in normal flow or in the blow-through condition. 
 
2.3. Non-equilibrium 
 
Despite the fact that perfect equilibrium is never reached in any technical system, it is a 
frequently applied modeling assumption for the description of two-phase systems. 
Thermal non-equilibrium is taken into account in desalination by an efficiency factor, 
the non-equilibrium temperature difference, which is usually calculated from an 
empirical correlation derived from laboratory scale experiments. 
 
To answer the question of which of the assumptions, equilibrium or non-equilibrium, is 
convenient for modeling the MSF process, the statistical significance of both 
assumptions is investigated in Dynamic Modeling and Simulation: Non-equilibrium 
effects and heat transfer. (See: Dynamic Modeling and Simulation: Non-equilibrium 
effects and heat transfer). on the basis of production plant measurements. It can be 
shown that the inclusion of a non-equilibrium correction leads to a statistically 
insignificant modification of the simulated process variables given the limited accuracy 
of the measurements obtained from an industrial MSF plant with conventional sensor 
instrumentation. Therefore, the less complex equilibrium model is preferred. 
 
Hence, the model is based on the equilibrium assumption and does not make use of an 
empirical and apparently extremely uncertain correlation in describing non-equilibrium 
effects. 
 
2.4. Heat Transfer 
 
The amount of distillate produced in each evaporator stage and, thus, the amount of heat 
transferred to the cooling brine is governed by a standard heat transfer law that relates 
the heat flux to an appropriately defined temperature difference and the corresponding 
heat-transfer coefficient. 
 
Although excellent correlation for the heat transfer coefficients under clean conditions 
are available in the literature the real plant heat transfer coefficients are unknown due to 
scaling on the brine tube side and due to the influence of non-condensable gases (See: 
The Problem of Non-condensable gas release in Evaporators) for further reading on heat 
transfer coefficients). Consequently, some compensation is required for the 
aforementioned phenomena in order to represent the real plant operating conditions in 
the simulation model reasonably. Such compensations are studied in Dynamic Modeling 
and Simulation: Non-equilibrium effects and heat transfer. (See: Dynamic Modeling 
and Simulation: Non-equilibrium effects and heat transfer). 
 
It is shown there that the non-condensable gas impact on the evaporator stage heat-
transfer coefficients imposes a significant problem for stage heat-transfer modeling. 
Due to the highly varying amount of non-condensable gases released in the plant 
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operating condition envelope, the plant model mismatch is undesirably high if the same 
heat transfer coefficients were assumed for the whole range of operating conditions 
even if a correction for heat exchanger scaling is applied. Moreover, the lack of 
validated approaches for calculating the non-condensable gas release forbids the 
description of this effect in a rigorous way.  
 
Therefore, the heat-transfer coefficients are considered constant during the simulation of 
one particular dynamic plant test, but are adjusted to meet the initial plant operating 
conditions. This approach is motivated by on-line, model-based control applications 
where model parameters are regularly updated by means of plant measurements in order 
to meet the real plant operating conditions. 
 
- 
- 
- 
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